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TARA ENERGY SERVICES
GLOBAL PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORTING THE LARGEST OIL & GAS PLAYS IN NORTH AMERICA

MIDSTREAM - PRODUCTION TESTING SERVICES
TARA provides mobile infrastructure equipment which allows
producers to generate immediate take away for the cash flow
that is necessary for today’s project economics. TARA
provides a complete line of flow back production testing
services for some of the largest oil and gas projects in North
America with a work force of approximately 300 highly trained
technicians, gathering comprehensive data on fluid separation,
gas analysis and flow rates with superior equipment to handle
highly abrasive fracturing and large well pad flowback. TARA
has an industry leading safety track record with flawless field
execution. TARA programs are stress free complete services to
rely on with production service specialists on call 24/7.

EQUIPMENT RENTALS & MANUFACTURING SERVICES
TARA specializes in oil and gas rental equipment for the
management of early production facilities in unmanned large
multi-well pad flowback applications with equipment
manufactured in-house to the highest of standards and
certified at top International levels. We have implemented
"game changing" build requirements to improve on our "best in
class" environmental and safety track record. We have taken
environmental standards to the highest level by adding gas
diffusers on inlets, weir plates and outlets to decrease
greenhouse emissions. TARA provides consulting, field service
and maintenance programs as well as custom design,
engineering and fabrication services.
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TARA ENERGY WELL TESTING & COMPLETION SERVICES
TARA is the global leader in the portable unmanned midstream infrastructure chain, while maintaining the largest fleet and organic
growth program of flowback services in North America. TARA specializes in field service, design, engineering and manufacturing of
high pressure, large volume flowback equipment. Operationally we are hands on and have industry certified in-house technicians
for all aspects of equipment quality control requirements. TARA operates with the strictest quality control processes and with
partners in Canada, United States and Mexico we can ensure quick turn around times on delivery and services.

www.TaraEnergyServices.Com

A MOBILE MID STREAM AND MODULAR INFRASTRUCTURE COMPANY
TARA has unique portable midstream capabilities, SAGD and large pad flowback operations such as unmanned production facilities that
will allow for immediate fluid takeaway, cash flow realization and decline curve maintenance. TARA has provided superior oil and gas
equipment and field services for well over 20 years for various applications and programs. TARA provides custom equipment
configurations for multiple applications and services such as facility, pipeline construction/maintenance. TARA'S standardized fleet of
high pressure large volume separators bring many operational eﬃciencies such as remote H2S Gas analyzers, custom de-foaming
processes, zero gas trailing technology and true 4-phase separation which all benefit a greener completion process. TARA provides state
of the art high quality oilfield equipment globally with a complete line of production testing services. TARA boasts the newest, most
sophisticated and technologically advanced fleet of equipment available in North America, increasing industry equipment standards and
safely limiting human error and downtime. We provide equipment rentals with the option for complete production services.

www.TaraEnergyServices.Com

